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Abstract
Organizations that provide better worker support have better worker retention. In K–12 public education, teachers commonly feel unsupported by their schools and districts as a result of the gap between top-down, one-size-fits-all resource allocation models and teachers' individual resource needs. In this study, we examine whether a recent trend in education—teacher crowdfunding platforms—effectively fills this gap and improves retention. We construct a novel dataset connecting teachers' employment data to their actions on the largest teacher crowdfunding platform, DonorsChoose, over a five-year period (2013-2014 to 2018-2019). We integrate textual analyses of teacher-written descriptions and empirical analyses of teacher turnover and attrition to provide the first evidence that crowdfunding improves teacher retention. We find funded projects on DonorsChoose significantly reduce attrition (leaving the public school system) rates of funded teachers by 1.7 percentage points (pp). Our textual analyses reveal that the effect on retention varies among projects. Resources which more substantially help teachers enact their professional identities as
teachers by personalizing their classrooms (i.e., furniture and classroom environment resources) and/or their teaching pedagogy (i.e., through a more creative use of resources) have the strongest effect: They significantly reduce both the likelihood a teacher leaves their current school (by 1.7–3.6 pp) and the likelihood a teacher leaves the public school system (by 1.8–2.4 pp). Our findings speak to the potential role of identity-relevant physical resources, and the new financial technologies that enable access to them, for improving worker retention more broadly.
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